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Introduction
The Records color highlighting for Creatio facilitates navigating through records in
Creatio sections and details focusing user's attention on relevant records highlighted upon
preconfigured rule. You can use simple or extended mode to create record highlighting
rules for a section.
Add-on is handy for Creatio users, who work with extensive registries and instead of
filtering require system to provide additional signifiers of the important entries selected
upon certain condition, for example:
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•

in Cases section to attract service desk specialist's attention to requests from a
specific customer or with certain status;

•

in Leads section to focus sales managers attention on potential customers
from specific region or industry, or need for products;

•

in Contacts section to mark all employees associated with one Account.

Setting up the add-on
Installation of the add-on is carried out by standard means: install from file or selection
from Marketplace.
After installation of the add-on, it is recommended exit and login to Creatio again (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 – Installing the add-on

To open settings, go to the required section and in the upper right corner press [View]
menu, select [Customize the colors of entries] (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 – Settings menu in section

To go to the settings of the rules for highlighting records in detail, select the [Customize
records colors] item in the menu of the corresponding detail (Fig. 3).
Simple and advanced modes are available in the add-on for creating selection rules.
If you need to adjust the highlighting by the values of one field, then use the Simple
mode. For example, in the Leads section for highlighting hot and cold leads by the [Need
maturity] field.
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Fig. 3 – Settings menu in detail

If you need to color highlighting records from the values of several fields of the selected
or linked object, use the Advanced mode. For example, to select in the section those
counterparties whose type is [Client] and for which the number of sales completed with a
victory is more than 10.
Each user can customize the highlighting of records in sections and system details
individually. Also, system administrators have the option to save the current settings for
all users (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 – Saving settings under the system administrator account
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Simple mode
1. Go to the selection settings and select the [Simple] mode and specify the attribute
of the object by which you want to set the highlighting rule (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 – Color settings menu in Simple mode

2. Click the [Add] button and select the desired options for the attribute value (Fig.
6).
Fig. 6 – Selecting attribute values in Simple mode

3. After that, for each value, select the appropriate color by clicking on the arrow to
the left of the entry and the [Apply] button (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7 – Setting the colors of the corresponding attribute values in Simple Mode
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4. Click the [Save] button to save the settings.
5. After moving to the selected section or detail, check the result of highlighting
records with the specified attributes in the appropriate colors (Fig. 8).
Fig. 8 – Result of highlighting records in Simple mode
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Advanced mode
1. Go to the selection settings, select the [Advanced] mode and click the [Add] button
(Fig. 9).
Fig. 9 – Color settings menu in Advanced mode

2. Customize the view of records (or several views) according to the required
parameters. To do this, specify the name of the view, select the appropriate color
(by clicking on the arrow below the name and after selecting the [Apply] button)
and select the filter (Fig. 10, 11).
Fig. 10 – Setup the first view in Advanced mode

Fig. 11 – Setup the second view in Advanced mode
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3. Click the [Save] button to save the settings (Fig. 12).
Fig. 12 – Saving selected settings in Advanced Mode

4. After moving to the selected section or detail, check the result of highlighting
records with the specified attributes in the appropriate colors (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13 – Result of highlighting records in Advanced mode
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For the note
If there are records corresponding to two or more filters, they will be
highlighted with the color of the view that is located above on the settings
page. To change the priority of the selection, drag the desired view in the
settings above or below (Fig. 14, 15).
Fig. 14 – Changing the priority of highlighting records in Advanced mode

Fig. 15 – Result of changing the priority of highlighting records in Advanced mode
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